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Introduction
Ending the academic age one should have developed

. beliefs and skills. One should have opinions and a way
of working that fuels the creative spirit. One must have
the ability to iormulate a product which conveys a mean-
ing not possible prior to the academic journey.

So unfolds personal belieis and the application of the crea-
tive spirit.
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Convictions
Convictions are beliefs developed over time through V
careful consideration forming a base for one’s life work.

Architecture Education Design

Architecture is the structure of any three dimensional man Learning is a personal struggle. Design is the translation of an idea into the tangible.
= made object or supporting visual composition. lt is three

dimensional space, structure, enclosure, light, and color The undisciplined yet talented individual enters a program Architecture begins in the depths of the mind and emerges
which emits a feeling that can not be understood in plan. of study eager for knowledge and growth. Seeking a base unprogrammed through our senses. The idea is cultivated,
Landscape, sculpture, interior and exterior articulation for one’s life work, education allows the time to search, tested and refined by: its existent will (the essence of the

— . (detail versus decoration) become architecture if they are question, and test; theory, history, art, technology, and thing), our personal rules of making and the laws of nature,
purposely placed, reflecting a larger order. one’s inherent talent. One’s passion for the work fuels the until it stands alone free of time and the designer.

. journey. The passion is a light no one can remove and
Architecture is timeless when it captures the essence of a sincere search always lends rewards regardless of con- The quality of design is related to the timeless nature of
man’s basic nature in a creative manner. The essence is diti0¤S. TeCh¤0l0gy iS abSOVbed, llte0iy sifted and Skill the translation. Timeless architecture "creativeIy" captures
reflected in the experiential affect the building has on a developed through personal trials, resulting in the growth an essence. "The essence of a thing is its human serv-
person. The intensity of the experience is a measure of of the creative spirit. ing purpose. The intention of the school is to house learn-
creativity and how well one has presented the enduring ing, the legislature to house our laws of behavior and the
qualities of man, therefore a measure of its Iasting value. Many institutions however have lost their consciousness church to house our spirits so they may be one with God.

(which is to house learning), and have become machines These are timeless qualities of man which we reflect in
' ' filled with ranking bodies who thrive on the power to crush our Architecture. We bring them to light."3

_ - or simply ignore the searching, climbing to pinnacles on
· The Arehlteet V cast aside minds. Beware. The essence and its creative expression are found within:

· ‘ ' you sense it. Creative expression or design results from
Knowing Architecture and being able to offer it from within The salvation of learning has two means: a strong self the variety in; our rules for making, our talent, and our
you is a long process. Even though one has inherent talent, taught individual and a group ot rigorous peers that refuse interpretation of the enduring qualities of man.
only time, exposure, education, and personal growth can death or defeat.
refine and improve one’s ability to create. But the Architect The properties of architecture: space, structure, enclosure,
must have more than refined talent, he must enjoy an Searching minds value the talented Architect, Engineer, light, and color are realized through materials (our tools
exchange with his work. "You can not make a building Artist, or Craftsman. For the salvation of education for making), each having a particular character. The
unless you are joyously engaged."i lt is a cycle, your inten- belongs to such talented persons who have a passion and products they combine to support will vary due to the
sity and rigor are fueled by the passion to create and the ability to envelop the oscillating wave of learning, not with metaphysical level established by the designer. And the
joy received from the finished product and the finds along four walls but with their own minds and actions.

i
success of the work (its timeless nature not its popularity)

theway.isdue to knowledge, understanding and most of all talent.
Gratitude is extended to those who search for truth, ques-

"The spirit of creativity, the human spirit is continually tion their finds and experiment with their growing ability i— Jehii Lebellreeiweeri Si/eiiee e¤¤lLi9hi(B¤Sl¤¤„ Meeeeehueeiiei
reborn in a person who seeks new realizations...."2 and skill. Shalgblälg p·6·

. l ., ..
3. lbid., p.66.
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A Cube with Five Related Faces

A facade is a face not a mask.Q

facade is the public face of an object. It is a three
dimensional surface or spatial face designed simulta-
neously with the objects contents. The facade reflects
Qthcontent through its form, which is articulated by the · Q I ‘
freedom of the facades component parts and their con- Q
»structi n.A facade responds to its surroundings since it

V ~ V
is a surface shared by interior and exterior space. lt has ' ’ V

Q proportional scales determined for the location and speed
Q

“ of its observer. An object is read from far and near,witha
glance or a pondering eye. Q

14



Termination of an Urban Axis The conceptual requirements were to create a formal end The project generated its own secondary axis across the
to King Street in Alexandria, Virginia and an entry to the site, from the outdoor theatre to the inland docks. This
city from the Potomac River. King Street visually begins axis was developed so the property on either side would
a mile west of the site at the George Washington Masonic be connected by a river walk. The secondary axis also
National Monument and slopes east through the city, ter- connects two parks, one south on Strand and the other
minating at our site on the Potomac River. north on Union Street with a suttle link.

15
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Program Reguirements:

1. Theatre with 200seats2-
1-Gbbv with @91190/
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FWB D'BB’"g R°°m$
XSet Shop
71 SIBVBQBX
9. Restrooms
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’916-CaretakersApartment17,
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The Widows Watch is a physical terminating Iandmark for
- - 22 ·-.thTTTHSOHIC monument and 8 VISUHI ehtfy marker for the 2 -21rivetraveler. Programmatically the forms of the theatre 2 V.and the restaurant terminate the urban axis by constrict-
2inthe end of King Street, creating a doorway to the site.
V.Flesthe orientation of the formsto the waterfront V. V ··

2 Q 2 I 2invite the river traveler to the square and the activity that
„Vrevoaround lt. · V2

"· .IV

-. I{222V?;Ä2 Q _. _..V<lÜVI
VVVVV. 2 --VVVV V 2I 22 V Vj~.; V V V V

··Tsite has an entry, a heart and an end. The entry and
end reverse themselves continually but the heart remains
constant. The site is a small city square.
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A Place Fcr Wine Program Requirements
Concrete crushing plinth - 150 sq.ft. with space for Filter Location

crusher and access for one tractor. Oak Aging Barrels
Lab - 100 to 150 sq.ft. for sampling at the crusher and Bottling Machine

_ white room presser. Bottle Storage 240 sq.it.
Office - 100 to 150 sq.ft. with access to site, processing General Storage 40 sq.ft._ and distribution of wine. Case Storage 200 sq.ft.
White Room - 660 sq.ft. which contains: Mechanical 80 sq.ft.

, This project was a weekend competition for the 1985 Vir— Two preeeere 3ft x 611, each, Entry and Sales 150 sq.ft.
ginia Society Prize. A competition is a test of skill and Three steel vats 5ft x 6ft. each. Kitchen 80 sq.ft.
talent which forces a product within a fixed period of time. Two steel drums at ten gallons each. Rest Rooms 25 sq.ft.each
Yeu ereeie en idee develdp it end <=¤n¤l¤de iifer review aeo Room - 600 Sq.l‘l. with oomems same as above. Reception 150 $6.11.

Parking for Eight Cars
Developing an attitude about a problem is only a step in The White and Red Rooms are thermostatically control-
the design process. An intellectual issue or the graphic led during the five months the grapes are fermenting. This
dlepley ofen idee ere 0hly Defllel S0lUll0hS- The lVehSle· period is mid September to February. The grapes ferment Visitors are allowed on the site all year with the excep-
tion of an idea through material intoatangible object (sol- in steel vats until they are transferred through a two inch tion being harvest time during the first two weeks of
ving the complete problem), is the real goal. At some point filter into oak barrels. The wine is kept at sixty degrees September. The grapes are gathered by twelve pickers,
in the educational cycle one must finish the work. while aging and after it is bottled. with the aid of one tractor driver and one crate distributor.

18
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· The Site: Il From Grape to Wine: The Visitor:

The winery site is within an existing Virginia family vine- During the first two weeks of September, the harvested The visitor travels up the drive, through the diagonal
yard. An access road slopes up to the site from the east, grapes are delivered to the northwest corner of the winery marked by three trees to park and be brought back to the
through the vineyard to a pair of storage bams. The winery where crushing occurs. point of entry. From this point a visitor may sample the

_ is placed between the barnsand organized diagonally, wine, make a purchase or begin a tour of the winery.
_ orienting the building southeast towards the vineyard Whichever option one chooses he will end at the same

V
’ ‘ below. . - V point he began, beginning and ending a cycle at the winery

· V at the same point the grape does.
I

I

Ülßk Ä
·

The crushed grapes enter the winery and travel southeast‘ · for pressing and fermenting, where they remain for six
·_ months. Visitors may observe the process from the south-

east corner or from the enclosed catwalk above. Although
this area is thermostatically controlled it still has a warm
character, it is enclosed by stone walls pierced with beams
of light and an open beam ceiling which filters light through
additional small openings.

The wine is transferred to the southeast corner of the cellar
for filtering. lt travels diagonally across the cellar for
storage in the central area, then bottling and finally aging
in the northwest corner. The cellar is also enclosed by
stone but the only natural light on this level accents the
southeast stair from above.

The wine is distributed vertically at the ceIlar’s northwest
corner, leaving the building at ground level for bulk dis-
tribution or for sale on level two at the visitors’ entry.

· 19
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The Horton Center

Introduction:
The Horton Center is a preliminary design proposal for the
renovation of a two stor concrete block structure on a. . . .n’IOuntaIn side In Glles COunty, Virginia. The renovation

. . '·». ~ ,changes an old open plan residence into a conference _ ·
center for small workshops, lectures and banquets, with
A a

small caretakers apartment on the first floor.
*"'Thonly desirable features of the structure were the open ‘° „,_ .V

. . .
trusses on the main floor, a glass window wall in the car-
port storage area and most importantly, a wood deck that .

- V '. ·; ’A S ATsurrounded the front half of the second floor providinganVVVVV
unobstructed view of the valley. ,.,,.-««=5 ,1 V ,V- . * 1+*„- -

V VV VV V VV VV AV· 1 L 1- rwi—_
Vw V VV-,. ~~_,, V V VVV

V VV V
•. V V n VIV

V V.VVV -. Vw. VVVV “; ‘ —
. ~«-¤•·— ..,

V. .1;;.;.; VV V V V VV Ä i V V
. A A RA . 1 A

VV V VV Ü.
·~ V VV I ,

‘

Z}-!Ä L The Exterior
ILAA

3* . 1... . V
I L'an

' The best view from the deck was at its south·east corner,
ll JE I} _ ; the point first visible to visitors and the same area of the
I * iy·ä . site the gravel patio overlooked. This was a dynamic yet
ll IW' I .

A unarticulated point on the site. A new entry stair now
I Il -I

V V *1VV; .VVV sculpts this point embraced by the stone patio and
Ä

AA . ix; . touched by the wood deck. Each of these elements cre-
' - .. ‘. q- „ . . .

I 'Ä _- ates an individual sense of place and combine to celebrate
. ____.· ‘=°‘ SPQC aw a ·

I Il I
1..._......1
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The Main Floor:

· i°—°° -"Q
. . .

“—. Q;
The main space is compnsed of three major spaces: a
secluded studio, a large convertible space and asmall for-
mal area with a support wing. These spaces have access ¤ **~·¢¢>It

the outside areas mentioned above and their view [ IQ

The secluded art studio is wedged between a wall sep- .\ .1 XXX
arating it from the main floor and the mountain slope. An [_ L'

·
LLopeningin the Interior wall allows access to the main ‘ - % I
1spand extending the window area with a glazed roof [ ,L \ -
creates a lush green sloping wall of vines and wildflowers.
[Theis access to the ston 1 1 {_ e patuo ahd the view beyond j·g?=·äg—·-‘
;_[_[,throughthe south glass doors. '

I
r I

· V I
The main space contains the support wing, formal area
and convertible space. The support facilities are: a furni—

Iture storage area, two restrooms, an open kitchen and a Q
‘formentry to thespace. .-.lLÄ..‘L--_...

The support wing is separated from the remaining space
__a beam with a return air column. The wing surrounds
the new form of the existing fireplace which is a visual bar-
LIrbetween the formal area and the kitchen. The formal
area and the support wing are on a platform one foot above
the existing floor providing space for new heating ducts
which correct current inefficiencies and new plumbing for
Ltherestrooms and kitchen. The formal area is oriented to * [

· - the fireplace creating an intimate space with asecondaryview
of the valley. · I

LL

The convertible space remains open for changeable ac-
mktivitiessuch as workshops, lectures and banquets. The 4Q 11I64II„ L

space is enriched by increasing natural light and the view
of the valley. One would either look through thewindow1
wall at the view or turn to focus on a guest speaker at the
platform’s lectern.

The division of space and its change in scale allows for
better use of the main floor by creating a variety of meet-‘"5 Spam
1Thmain space is artuculated to give order and meaning
to the existing shell.The Interior finishes, the three dimen-
sional quality of the walls and the objects within the spaces

L;„„—Iare
all very calculated to create a strong sense of place.

L34seat bgnqugß 28 seat yakghg c°¤g•„¤„ 43 seat maxxmum l•c!ur••

.23



Main Floor Interior I I1
I I..I III- I

Q
I

I. ’“'°"““ I
EI III 1

. II 3 .1 1 I_ I IIIi_II 6 _ 1 6I.
. I

__: I- I I I z I
III I I 1

l. stone Iaced retaining wall 5 hreplace side 1 1
'Q I II I I

III I

2. deck 6 west wall with new windows oeyond ·— " Ä.
·-—— ' .iI II 1 ga-d¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤

3.xt’ t d I dw
—I

coun er an servmo win o 2
"— A

7 Kitchen Conversation Ärea

I I Il
5 _____ I

-—— __ ,I I 2Iii;6 I 1
I. kitchen beyond 7. lireplace

I
I

I-- - - I

I I I I,. _ I . . . 5 I1 I I. .. I______ °I_ |

2. ductwork ci. pipe rahing I Q , I] · 1 I
I

3. tinished oeam and support column 9. open xrusses _ I I 4 ... . ..... .. .. _ I

Ä. IUTTIIIUTE storage COIIVETSGIIOII äI‘Eö I '. I-·I - ·

ÖIIII
II I I

I6.

outside deck
I IA

.—Fireplace Return Äir Ductwork

I (. . aläläh „ , ~ „ , 1
v II /7 j "

sa-
\" tun. I _ . . I II

lIIIIII_ I ‘ I . · ~ ··' " r · = 3 " 1 .' ·--— — _ IE

1 I I 1 I 1 1 · I I 1 I

1

I* 1. art studio I _ II III
I

„...„I1I

2. object display sill
I I1 III 2 -_.- I

II II "/

i 3. paintingdisplay./I
4. wood ceiling I 4 I _ _ I __ I _ _ _I_ 5 ___________ ._ „__ _ I . — I~'/ 5. continuous heating vent I I —‘-I ‘ ~ I I C

‘° B V North Wall (Display wall)
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The Caretakere Apartment: II

dpöftméflt €HtFöI‘lC€ study dféd II- DÖTIIÄITIQ

2. greenhouse 7. bedroom I2. main enlrdrtce
3, Iivmg 8_ Iaundry I3. Iandscaping
4. dining 9. bath
5. kitchen 10. Utlhty

The interior condition of the ground floor area was worse With the removal of all Interior walls, new spaces were The apartment needed an entry and its own interface with
than that of the main floor above. The constrants over- developed around the existing plumbing, mechanical the view. The greenhouse creates an outside living area,
powered the attributes. The space was dark due to the equipment and window openings. The bath and Iaundry a front porch lorthe apartment. The greenhouse is for the
deck overhang. Small windows focused more on the gravel remain in their existing locations and form the apartment’s apartment what the patio, stair and deck are for the main
drive than the view beyond. Access was restricted to an private space along with the sleeping area. The kitchen space, it holds the valley for the viewer.
Interior stair from the main floor above and a door through sink uses the same plumbing and the main floor kitchen
the utility area on the ground level. The utility area con- cabinets are reused in this area. The kitchen, as well as The apartment, as a result of its articulated surfaces, has

tained mechanical equipment which sent ductwork over the dining, study and living space become one open area a spatial richness and a unity of space and activity, which
large parts of the apartment’s ceiling. The only desirable articualted by soffits and an entry closet. The soffits in creates a strong sense of place. Although It is seperate
ob°ect in the a artment was the shower’s concrete shell. some instances cover the ductwork while others are creat- from the second floor and patio, the apartment exists in

J phh d ll I h ° bed to help define the space. The existing window open- harmony wit t em an para e s t eur eauty.
ings in the bedroom and living area are altered to let in
more light, while the position of the kitchen window is
changed to fra-me the view.

25



The Horton Center is comprised of two articulated levels
of functional space whos structure is rooted to the
mountain by the embrace of combined outside elements.

. . ·
Front Elevation

2I‘

‘ uu-, _ , · 2 1

Side Elevation

2111
F;.j.I #% ‘ . '

T..2

J
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A Neighborhood of Attached Dwellings ·

The New American House was a national design compe-
tition given out by the Minneapolis College of Art and
Design. The program was a response to a change in our
society regarding the breakdown of the nuclear family to
one parent or one person households; the rising cost of
housing and the need or desire many people have to work
at home. The program asked for an efficient housing unit
of one thousand sq.ft., which could function as a residence
and principal professional work place for at least one of
its occupants, with parking for six cars on the site. The
residential Minneapolis neighborhood is comprised of two
and three story apartment buildings along with two story
homes.

The program introduced questions which forced opinions The program expressed the need to respond to high Working within the home is acceptable it the public never
regarding: house versus home, community housing priced single family homes by providing lower cost com- enters the private domain. On this site private areas would
versusa neighborhood, and the home’s inclusion with the munity housing. The close proximity of housing units have been trespassed, so working was accommodated
work environment. usually provides a minimal home environment by com- by its separation (existing near but not within) the home.

promising occupant identity and privacy. The economic This created a commercial strip at the street and a residen-
A House is a habitable structure used for any purpose; incentive is an inadequate exchange for a substandard tial neighborhood behind a public facade.
assembly, lodging, entertainingil A House meets physi- environment. However, with proper placement and organi-
cal needs. zation of form and space a substantial yet equitable The Neighborhood which follows usesasimilar language

environment can be provided within a limited area. There- to unify the group and articulation to recognize the
__ A Home is the fixed dwelling point of a person or family; fore the proposed New American House is redefined as individual. The site has a variety of scales for; the street,

an accustomed or familiar neighborhood; or one’s native a Neighborhood of Attached Dwellings. the internal neighborhood, the dwelling, and the inhabi-
city, region or country? A Home is where your heart and

‘ tant. All scales obtain a level of articulation using a simi-
emotions dwell. lt is a place reserved for family and friends A Neighborhood is preferred over communal housing lar language.
allowing the public entry by invitation. because it creates a sense of place with feelings of se-.

Curity while maintaining the identity of the individual. 4. Dana F. Kellerman, The New Webster's Dictionary Deluxe
The goal Was to design a Home. Encyclopedic Ed. (Delair Publishing Co., inc., 1981), p.465.

5. lbid., p.459.
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ProjectDevelopment:Amajor turning point in project development occurred with
the realization ot how to create a neighborhood. The key
element was to create a place that united six dwellings.
This occurred with an organization that captured a space
by enclosing the site with; offices on the street, dwellings
on the sides and parking at the rear. The site’s axis
became the unifying space that created the neighborhood.
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TThe Office Block
The office block is the commercial center of the neigh-
borhood. lt responds to the sites; residential context, deals
with the street and accepts the public. The office blockis street scale, one and a half stories high and elevated. T three feet above grade.
_gabled entry is the main focal point from the street
Tmthe site’s axis and entry between a row of trees.
As one passes through the trees up several steps the
Zoare visible throughaglass facade. The facade ends g
Zthick angled walls that embrace the diagonal offices,
,wethe structure to the ground, stop the observer’s ..eye, and reinforce the main entry. Q Zg a......- .. 1 Z_,'·.. ,2,j, 5

Z.....-.- Th
breezeway is the front porch of the office structure.

Q ÄQ1Ä
From the porch one enters either side of the office blockwhere three office entries are visible, each marked with
a plaque wall. Once inside an office the spatial quality is

. . . . .enhanced by varied ceiling planes which rise at the entry
and aQain in the WOVKSPHCGT the iättéf With an 0P9n Qähie
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1TNeighborhood Green 1

From the office breezeway the site unfolds. The internal QQQQ _ 1 V— Q l
.Qneighborgreen, the dwelllng entries and the park- A · T A_ A 1
Tingstructure are visible from this point. ’V ,*1 TA .*./1 V . V V

X. > A‘·

The neighborhood green begins at the office breezeway,
Vdroin elevation at each unit, ending with a contained Q

T
space at the lowest point on the site. A . TTVAAAA
The green is an intimate axial space with Iayered facades
Achange scale from the central walkway to the three
story dwellings. The first layer off the walkway is tree Iined,

V each unit has a tree with its canopy shared by the public
Tgand the private patio. The second layer is lined by

_ 1 front gates forming doorways to the patios, the fourth layer
4 . . .and the unit beyond. The fifth layer is within the units

themselves, two private balconies which overlook the patio

Q Q Q QThe neighborhood green is Iayered vertically and horizon-
tally, interlocking the exterior space with its perimeter
structures.
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Q §The XX
X T X *—/Tcoveredparking is the back door or private entry to T . _

the neighborhood. The arrival on site is marked by two
columns on either end of the drive. The textured drive is
Iined with trees on one side and two groups of parking
spaces on the other. A car crosses the site’s axis to park.
‘Threspaces are accessible from the north and three from 1 T I T ' T

'
the south. Each bay has a storage area and secondary ;?§;I:_;_ '

\ X · \X . \\/..„... .„“*>••••••••••••••••••••••*•‘•*•*•‘•*•‘•%Thé
main private 6l1II'y to Ihé QTQSTI is Ol'l Ih€ site’s

3XiSdownsteps Sl|'Tlii8|' in CIWGTBCIGT to the site’s
frontsteps.The function of the back stair is similar to the office
breezeway, it allows the site to unfold for the user. The
Tneiggreen, the dwelling entries, and the office
structure are all visible from this point.
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·‘/’TheDwelling

The dwelling is layered from public to private in plan and The journey to the private areas begins with a stair cur— The third level is the most private and requires the long-section. ving away from light, tunneling to the second level. The est journey, so more expression is used in the articula-journey between private levels however is flooded with tion of its form. One passesthroughthe entry into the foyerOne enters the first level from the neighborhood green light from aglass block perimeter wall and skylights above. under a square skylight. This is the celebration of thethrough a freestanding doorway to the patio. One enters arrival to the top and ends the‘light from the stair beyond.the unit at the foyer landing where one steps down to the The second and third levels are perpendicular to the sites The foyer is the center of the third level and the main cir-living area or up to the dining and kitchen. Level changes axis, they only require half the footprint of the first floor. culatlon junction. The spatial quality of the sleeping areawith a column and beam create the spatial definition. Each The upper levels are independent and private, offering and bath are enhanced by exposed trusses with openingsspace is given an event or object to compensate for its similar amenities. at each gable end allowing light to filter through the trian-small area. The living area has a fireplace, the kitchen gular forms.has an outdoor view, and the dining table ends with a tri- The second level can be used; by one or two children,angular enclosure. The half bath and stair are behind the as a guest room or an adult’s room with half ownershiprectangular form. of the home
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Convictions and Manifestations

bv
Wendy Austin de Moya

(ABSTRACT)

‘ Convictions are beliefs developed over time through
caretul consideration forming a base tor one’s life work.

ll/lanifestations are applied beliefs forming products
of the creative spirit.




